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MEETING MINUTES

Project: Brighton Area School – 2012 Bond Projects

Location: BECC Board Room

Date & Time: February 20, 2013 3:00 pm

Re: Building & Site Committee Meeting

Attendees:
Beth Minert – BAS John Thompson - BAS
Dr. Greg Gray – BAS Dr. Maria Gistinger – BAS
Bill Trombley – BAS Matt Marino – BAS
Eric Guerin - BAS
Jeff Hamilton – Auch Dennis Smith - Auch
Tim Britain – Viridis Brian Jessie – BM Tech
T.J. O’Connor – SHW Lee Andrea - SHW

Meeting Minutes:

1. Previous meeting minutes were reviewed and approved with no revisions.

2. Architectural & Engineering Update
a. Concerns that Eric Guerin has with regards to the manufacturers included in

the specifications for theatrical lighting equipment were reviewed.
1) Guerin felt that his requests for particular manufacturers were partially met

by the specifications. His concern was with certain components specified
from ETC, that there might be an opportunity to get less expensive
equipment that would allow the district to stretch their budget and
purchase more lighting fixtures. The ETC equipment was specified
because they are the leading manufacturer in the industry and their
equipment is used in 80% of the auditoriums at colleges and high schools.
They are very reliable and used to teach students lighting technology at
both levels.

2) Guerin also shared that the industry is moving towards more self-dimming
light fixtures that would allow the specifications to include fewer dimmer
panels. There may also be opportunities to go with less features on
components and step down a model to lower priced options.
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suppliers and contractors to review what has been included in their bid
and what opportunities there are to revise some manufacturers or
downgrade models (not quality) of equipment to potentially purchase
more light fixtures or equipment. SHW will set up a meeting next week to
review options.

4) Trombley asked Guerin his opinion on the bid alternate for a Company
Switch at the auditorium. Guerin stated that the current switch has
potential code issues that may require it be replaced. Auch and SHW will
investigate whether there is a code violation with the current switch, in
which case the alternate will be accepted and the switch replaced.

b. Last spring BAS requested SHW put together a design package for a
generator to be provided at the BECC facility to provide power backup to
the technology head end. This request was based on the fact that about 2
years ago Livingston County installed a fiber optic network interconnecting
the school districts, municipal buildings, county buildings, etc. Livingston
County has a network switch at BECC that supports the police, fire stations,
courts, etc. around Brighton. Because BECC doesn't have a generator, the
county submitted for a grant to partially pay for one. The county recently
informed the district that the funding came through. The grant was
supposed to be for $28K toward the generator. The generator will end up
being the property of Brighton Schools, but mostly funded from the county
grant. It was recommended that SHW review the generator package to be
sure that it is sized to accommodate air conditioning upgrades that were
requested last summer for this head end space. SHW will review the
options previously presented for the additional cooling and modify the
generator package accordingly. Auch will provide a cost estimate for the
generator and installation prior to putting the package out for quotes or
bids.

c. O’Connor informed that district that the Bureau of Construction Codes
review of the project included the anticipated review comment that the
bleachers cannot be installed at the Scranton stadium and tennis courts
unless toilet facilities are provided. Because the bids came in under budget
for the Scranton scope and the toilet facilities are strongly desired by the
district, the alternate to construct them will be accepted.

d. The construction of the above mentioned toilet facilities at Scranton have
raised a concern with the Livingston County Health Department with regards
to its impact on the existing septic field. SHW and the district met with
Livingston County and explained that the capacity of the school is larger
than the athletic facilities largest crowds would be, thus the school use is
the largest load. They further explained that the athletic fields would not be
used at the same time as the school, but rather after school hours or
primarily for large crowds on Saturdays. The County said they did not
expect any revision to the septic field at this time, but would like the field
capacities and use loads information on file. They felt that until the field fails
it should be adequate to meet the needs of both the school and the athletic
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connection to public sewer in the event field modifications were required or
when the field does fail. The existing field is just over 20 years old and the
life of septic fields is between 20-30 years. Because the public sewer
comes to the southeast corner of Lee Road it is likely that when the field
fails the county would require connection to public utilities in lieu of
permitting another septic field. Britain indicated that Green Oak Township
would require an intergovernmental agreement with the district and that
Residential Equivalent Units (REU) would need to be determined for the
connection and monthly use fees. REU rates are $5500 each, and
preliminarily the rate would be based on (24) for the number of classrooms
listed on the current septic field paperwork on record. The township stated
that these rates can be negotiated based on actual use requirements for
water and sewer. They were also open to the idea of a sanitary connection
only without a public water connection, as they prefer that the septic fields
not be used. The consensus of the group was to take no action at this time
and to revisit the idea at the end of the bond when deciding on potential
wish list items should bond funds still be available.

e. Another review comment on the Bureau of Construction Codes review was
based on a recent adoption of the 2009 Michigan Building Code, which
requires a family toilet facility when more than (6) fixtures are provided in
group toilet facilities. Since the alternate toilet facility includes (8) fixtures to
meet the seating capacity of the bleachers, a family toilet room is required.
Trombley suggested that SHW investigate how much the bleacher capacity
would need to be reduced to revise the toilet fixture count downward to
avoid the required family toilet room. O’Connor noted that the family toilet
room would give the district an after-hours or non-event restroom for the
public similar to the one provided at the HS stadium. There is space in the
alternate facility to add the family toilet adjacent to the other toilet facility at
minimal cost. The committee recommended adding the family restroom to
match the one provided at the HS with vandal resistant fixtures. Minert
noted that a fold-down changing table should be provided in the family
restrooms. SHW will look into a vandal resistant unit.

f. Trombley inquired if Viridis Design has had an opportunity to review the
bleachers and building at Sloan Field to determine if the facilities have been
undermined by storm water and if there is a means of remedying the
situation. A thorough investigation has not been made, however a previous
cursory review indicated that both the bleachers and building would require
extensive repairs and would be more cost effective to replace them with
new due to the age and condition of them.

3. Construction Update

a. Auch reviewed the bid recommendations for the High School (attached).
Recommendations for contracts will be presented to the Board this coming
Monday.
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recommending that the roofing and siding contract be awarded to Bloom
Roofing, who is a local contractor. Bloom is a quality contractor that has
installed and maintained many of the district’s roofs. SHW and Auch will
work with Bloom on value engineering options to reduce the cost on the
metal siding portion of the contract. SHW explained that the solution
detailed for the replacement of the exterior insulation finish system is the
best method from a long term maintenance perspective. There are other
options that require sealant applied to the joints and rely on a waterproofing
membrane behind un-insulated metal panels installed with exposed
fasteners. This system requires periodic maintenance of the joints and
fasteners. There are also options on the finish, method of installation and
orientation of the insulated panels that would reduce costs. The
negotiations of value engineer must be open book, full disclosure of savings
in order for the contract to be awarded. A deduct change order will be
issued after the contract is awarded at the bid amount to document the
value engineering. It was noted that there are concerns with meeting the
schedule should it be necessary to re-bid as the metal panels are long lead
materials.

c. The signage bid category was issued a post-bid addendum to clarify the
type of letters and the method of attachment for those letters. The revised
quotes were due today, but have not been evaluated. There was discussion
on potential locations for sponsorship signage at the stadium. John
Thompson will identify some possibilities, which are dependent on the size
of donation for sponsorship.

d. The stage curtain contract is not recommended at this time as there is a
post bid clarification with regards to the size of the traveler curtains to be
replaced. There was a typo in the specifications. The quotes are being
reviewed to determine if contractors had the proper size and quantity of
travelers in the bid. The category will be re-bid if necessary.

e. The bid alternates and voluntary alternates from contractors were reviewed.
There are a few that require additional analysis to decide. The committee
decided the following voluntary alternates would be recommended:

1) Bid alternate #13 will be accepted in addition to a voluntary alternate
that the turf contractor offered to deduct $34,134 to provide ambient
rubber in lieu of Cyrogenic. There was also a voluntary alternate to
substitute the batting cage specified. This voluntary alternate will be
accepted to offset the cost of providing a new batting cage at softball in
addition to the one called for at baseball.

2) The asphalt paving contractor offered a credit for a different design mix
for the leveling course. This voluntary alternate will be added by
Change Order after award.
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asphalt pavement and use it in the subbase. This alternate requires an
additional credit from the site contractor, who will not have to demolish
or remove the existing pavement. Decision yet to be made.

4) The bleacher contractor’s credit to reduce the step height and eliminate
the interlock deck was accepted. This voluntary alternate will be added
by Change Order after award.

f. The following bid alternates were also reviewed by the committee.

1) The committee wanted additional information on whether holding to add
the play clocks for $9,000 at the stadium would affect pricing or
schedule - holding on decision

2) Add Company Switch at BCPA if required by code violations - $6,800.
Electrical contractor and SHW to review existing conditions to
determine need to replace.

3) Review the cost payback before deciding whether to provide LED
lighting at the signage and clerestory areas of the ticket booths and
concessions - $9,000

4) Provide public address systems at the baseball and softball press boxes
for $8,000, hold if pricing and schedule will not be affected by holding
on decision.

5) The committee accepted the alternate to provide an upgrade to the
stadium sound system - $19,000.

g. Scranton bid were reviewed and all recommended including the bid
alternates associated with the construction of the toilet facilities as they
were well within budget.

1) The same voluntary alternate that the turf contractor offered to deduct
$17,067 to provide ambient rubber in lieu of Cyrogenic was accepted
and included in the contract amount.

h. Auch noted that the existing gas line service at Scranton run north to south
along the east edge of the stadium location and will need to be moved.
Consumers Power will be on site next month to make this move.

4. TECHNOLOGY UPDATE:
a. Network/Wireless

1) Delta has provided an updated quote for cabling the wireless and security

at the elementary buildings. BMC will issue a change order to add this

portion of cabling work to their scope.

2) BMC and Delta’s staff, including their network engineer, has met with the

district’s network administrator to start developing the configurations of the

new network equipment and develop a schedule for installation of switches

that will be installed before the end of this school year. The target date to

have new gear installed in BECC, Miller, and the elementary buildings is
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buildings with Delta’s engineer on Monday, 2/25.

b. Bid Package 3: Cabling / Security Package

1) The target date for board approval of this package is the April 22nd board

meeting. A 95% review meeting will be scheduled with Matt Marino and

Elson Liu before documents go out.

2) The target date for putting documents out is March 11th.

c. AV Bid Package and Pilots

1) The pilot equipment has been ordered and is being installed.

2) The AV bid documents will go out a few weeks after the cabling bids, and

will target a board approval date in May, with installations happening in the

summer of 2013.

3) These bids include the High School, Maltby, and Scranton buildings.

5. The next meeting is scheduled for March 20th at 3:00 pm at BECC for review of Bid
Package 2 bid results and some recommendations.

6. Key dates coming up include:

a. Bids due for BP2: for all other buildings – March 13th.

The above represents the items discussed and conclusions reached. If there are any required
clarifications please contact the undersigned.

T.J. O’Connor, AIA, LEED® AP
Associate | Project Manager

Distribution: Committee members, SHW Team, SHW project file, Starr Acromite – BAS


